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Scenario A; Shoot to kill 
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Role 1:  A local land owner 

You are a local land owner.  You breed game birds like pheasants and 

grouse.  You run a business which charges people to visit your land and 

take part in organised shoots of game birds.  You are worried that the 

numbers of birds of prey, such as buzzards and red kites in your local 

area are increasing.  Birds of prey kill game birds.  This will affect 

your profits.  You would like to carry out a cull (an organised killing) of 

birds of prey on your land to protect your income.  Other local 

farmers support your campaign because they are worried that birds of 

prey might disturb their animals.  
 

Role 2:  A Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) 

wildlife officer 

 

It is your role to protect all birds from persecution.  You have 

worked closely with local conservation groups to increase the 

numbers of birds of prey, particularly buzzards and red kites, in the 

local area.  The birds of prey now attract more visitors to the area 

which helps local businesses.  In your experience buzzards and red 

kites rarely kill game birds. You are very worried that the number of 

cases of poisoned birds of prey in the area is increasing and that it is 

only a matter of time before there is an accident – someone’s pet or 

even a child might be poisoned.  Shooting and poisoning birds of prey 

is illegal. 
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Scenario B; Going Batty 
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Role 1:  A local home owner 

You have recently moved into the area.  Your new home is an old house 

with a leaky roof. Your roof needs urgent repairs before the winter. 

Your builders have discovered a colony of bats which roost in your loft 

and have offered to destroy the roost and remove the bats. You are 

worried that the bats might cause further damage, reducing the value 

of your home and making it more difficult to sell in the future. They 

might even spread disease.  On the other hand you don’t want to get 

into trouble with the police but you don’t know who to ask for advice. 

Role 2: a Badger Conservation Trust (BCT) representative  

It is your role to protect bats from persecution.  You have worked 

closely with local conservation groups to increase the numbers of 

bats, particularly the lesser horseshoe bat in the local area.  In your 

experience bats rarely cause damage to buildings and help to control 

the amount of pests in gardens. There is no known health risk 

associated with them in the UK. 

You are very worried that the number of cases of incidents that 

relate to the damage or destruction of roosts is increasing and that 

it is only a matter of time before some bat species become extinct 

in the area.   

If bats are disturbed at a particularly sensitive time of year (e.g. 

during hibernation in winter or when baby bats are born and raised 

in the summer), it can have a harmful impact on local bat 

populations. Destroying bat roosts is illegal. Penalties (on conviction) 

include a maximum fine of £5,000 per incident and up to six months 

in prison. The BCT can provide help and advice to home owners. 

http://www.bats.org.uk/pages/bat_roosts.html#HibernationRoosts
http://www.bats.org.uk/pages/bat_roosts.html#MaternityRoosts
http://www.bats.org.uk/pages/bat_roosts.html#MaternityRoosts
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Scenario C; A Fishy Tale 
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Role 1:  A local land owner 

You are a local land owner.  You breed fish like salmon and trout which 

you release into the local river.  You have recently set up a business 

which charges people to visit your stretch of river and take part in 

organised fly fishing sessions for sport.  You are worried that the 

number of cases of poaching in your local area is increasing.  Poachers, 

including local teenagers, catch and take fish from the river.  This 

affects your profits.  To protect your income you have started 

patrolling your land at night.  Other local farmers support you because 

they are worried that poachers might disturb their animals. Poaching 

fish is illegal. 

 
 

Role 2:  A local angler 

 

Fishing has been your hobby for many years. The local stretch of 

river now charges for fishing rights.  You cannot afford to pay to go 

angling as you also have a young family to support.  You are worried 

that the new business set up by the local land owner will spoil your 

enjoyment.  So you have been persuaded by your friends to visit the 

river late in the evening to fish when it is quiet.  You know that it is 

wrong to poach but you only take enough fish for your family to eat 

although occasionally your friend sell any extra fish you catch to a 

local hotelier.    
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Scenario D; TB or not TB 
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Role 1:  A local dairy famer 

You are a local farmer.  You have a herd of dairy cattle.  You run a 

business which sells milk from the herd to a large supermarket.  You 

are worried that the numbers of cattle in your herd with bovine 

tuberculosis (TB) is increasing.  Each infected cow has to be 

destroyed.  This is very upsetting and affects your profits.  You 

suspect that TB is being spread by badgers living in nearby woodland. 

You would like a cull (an organised killing) of badgers to protect your 

income.  Other local farmers support your campaign. You are lobbying 

your local Assembly Member (AM) for their support. 

 

Role 2:  Badger Trust representative 

 

It is your role to protect badgers from persecution.  You have 

worked closely with local conservation groups to protect badgers, in 

the local area.  You are already very worried that the number of 

cases of badger sett destruction in the area is increasing.  There is 

no scientific evidence that badgers spread TB to cattle or that 

killing large numbers of badgers would have no meaningful impact on 

the spread and control of this disease.  Destroying badger setts is 

illegal. Anyone caught treating a badger cruelly such as badger-

baiting, or disturbing or damaging their setts, faces a large fine and 

a possible prison sentence.  So why should farmers be able to legally 

kill badgers on their land 

 
 
 


